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Too often, the stories portrayed in the news
around the crumbling pastel apartment units
in Miami's Liberty City tell of violence and

bloodshed, of young lives cut short by drugs or
guns. But the movie "Moonlight," which won three
Oscars including the top best picture prize, has
inspired hope that new narratives can emerge from
this impoverished area, which was once a source of
pride for those who live here. "A lot of people think
that our community is a bad community, and it is
not," said Natalie Joy Baldie, artistic director of the
Performing and Visual Arts Center at Miami
Northwestern Senior High School, the alma mater
of director Barry Jenkins and where three students
were recruited for minor roles in the film.

"We are tough, we are smart, we are talented,
we are gifted and we do what we need to do," she
told AFP. "We just need our children to see the
positive aspect of Liberty City. And great things do
come out of Liberty City, as you saw last night."
Not only was the film the first movie made in
Miami to win the Academy Award for best picture,
it also earned Mahershala Ali accolades for best
supporting actor-the first Oscar ever for a Muslim
actor. "Moonlight" also won the Oscar for best
adapted screenplay. The movie is based on a play
by Tarell McCraney-titled "In Moonlight Black Boys
Look Blue"-which he has described as a semi-auto-
biographical account of events from his own life,
growing up gay in Liberty City.

'70 years of trauma' 
Jenkins also grew up in the same public housing

project, which was built in 1937 and is the oldest in
the United States. "It was the first segregated public
housing anywhere in the United States," said Moses
Shumow, assistant professor in the department of
communications at Florida International University.
Shumow has made a documentary about the area,
showcasing the happy memories of longtime resi-
dents who moved in hoping for a better life.

His documentary also shows the struggles Liberty
City has endured, ranging from segregation and the
inability of residents to secure home loans, to racially-
tinged riots in the 1980s and the crack cocaine epi-
demic. "Here is a community that didn't undergo a
moment of trauma, but rather 70 years of trauma," he
told AFP. Historians say some of the troubles of
Miami's black community stem from the construction
of major highways decades ago that cut through what
were cohesive neighborhoods and drove poverty in
those areas.

Due to the surging violence around Liberty City,
with seven deaths and 43 shootings in 2015 alone,
Miami Mayor Carlos Gimenez decided to redevelop
the heart of the project, known as Liberty Square.
Many changes lie ahead for the area. But looking back,
"Moonlight" — which featured an all-black cast-
earned praise for penetrating the inner lives of its char-
acters as they fought against stereotypes, addiction,
heartbreak and poverty.

"I don't think it puts a gloss on the reality, but it

moves beyond that, raising questions of sexuality and
questions of poverty and how do you escape and
what does it mean for you?" Shumow said. "To me, it is
just so positive that a different kind of story could
emerge. And that it is getting global recognition."

Vulnerable characters 
Hollywood has been accused of overlooking black

actors and films in past award seasons, making the
timing of "Moonlight" and its trio of Academy Awards
even more important for the African American com-
munity. It shows characters with depth and flaws, like
the Cuban drug dealer played by Ali, who acts as a
sensitive father figure to a bullied boy but looks
ashamed when the child confronts him about selling
drugs to his mother. "There is a tenderness and a vul-
nerability in the characters that we have not seen cer-
tainly coming from Hollywood and major film studios,"
said Anthony Browne, chair of the department of
Africana and Puerto Rican/Latino Studies at Hunter
College in New York.—AFP

Actor Hugh Jackman has not turned his
nose up at the chance to sample
Taiwan's famous snack "stinky tofu" as

he tours Taipei to promote his last film in the
superhero "Wolverine" franchise. Jackman
and Patrick Stewart arrived in the Taiwanese
capital over the weekend for the local pre-
miere of "Logan," which sees Wolverine
reunited with his ailing father figure Professor
X and introduced to Laura, the mutant
daughter created in a Mexican lab. Thousands
of fans-some dressed up as the blade-fin-
gered superhero character-thronged the
landmark Taipei 101 skyscraper late Monday
to see Jackman, who later ventured into the
city armed with local food recommendations. 

"We went to the night market last night. It
was so much fun. We had stinky tofu ... It's not
as stinky as I thought," Jackman told a press
conference yesterday. Joking that he is "part
Taiwanese" to explain his convincing pronun-
ciation  of "stinky tofu" in Mandarin, Jackman
said his late night feast had also included
another favorite Taiwanese snack-skewers of
chicken hearts.  Both actors were given
Taiwanese puppets in the likeness of their X-
Men characters.  "Logan" premiered at the
Berlin Film Festival earlier this month and hit
cinemas in Taiwan yesterday ahead of its
United States release on March 3. — AFP

'Wolverine' braves
Taiwan's stinky tofu

Australian actor Hugh Jackman admires a Wolverine puppet gift during a press confer-
ence for the film ‘Logan’ in Taipei yesterday. — AFP 

Natalie Baldie, artistic director of the Performing and Visual Arts Center (PAVAC) at Miami
Northwestern Senior High School, the alma mater of ‘Moonlight’ director Barry Jenkins and where
several students were recruited for minor roles in the film, is pictured in Miami, Florida. — AFP

'Moonlight' win ignites hope in historic Miami ghetto

Rio's Sambodromo parades are a fantasy of beautiful
bodies and dreamlike costumes but the self-
declared greatest show on Earth is prepared in a

dirty street next to an open sewer. The contrast between
what happens inside Rio de Janeiro's specially built sam-
ba stadium and just outside encapsulates the confound-
ing, often tragic contradictions of Brazil. Inside, watched
by 70,000 paying fans, the samba schools marched all
night Monday into yesterday in a stunning blend of mili-
tary precision, wild imagination and sexual energy.

Thousands upon thousands of performers turned the
runway into a river of sequins, feathers, physics-defying
floats, g-strings, and flesh oiled up to shine in the bright
lights. Only minutes before though, these same dancers
had been standing around in a filthy, poorly lit stretch of
Avenida Presidente Vargas, which runs alongside one of
Rio's many dead waterways, stagnant with raw sewage
and other pollution. "In the Sambodromo, it's a dream
and that's the whole point," said Georgina de Oliveira, a
62-year-old maid, as she waited in a long line for a fetid
portable toilet on the avenue. "But here we're in reality.
Here it's not a dream."

Beauty and the beast 
Avenida Presidente Vargas is where each samba

school gathers its approximately 3,500 performers before
parading. Final assembly is done to floats, costumes are
donned, make-up put on and each wing of dancers and
drummers marshaled into position. The avenue is drab
and lined with graffiti. An imposing building, once a

teaching hospital, sits abandoned and partly gutted, the
faded sign at the entrance still reading: "Serving the com-
munity." During the days of carnival, the street is tem-
porarily transformed, thronged with bizarre costumes,
and pulsating with joyful music.

Late Sunday, African warriors came running by, a sec-
tion of men dressed as knives and forks shuffled to the
side, and three leggy women fiddled with their tiny,
sparkling substitutes for underwear. An enormous man
dressed as an emperor of some kind scrolled through his
cellphone. Behind the performers, many of whom sat on
the ground alongside their ungainly costumes, waited
the crazy floats-a seahorse as big as a bus, a herd of gold-
en camels, an entire Arab palace.  It would have been
momentarily easy to forget reality if it hadn't been for the
combined smell of the canal, the portable toilets and
gutters filled with urine and beer.

Silver linings 
City authorities say that carnival brings about $1 bil-

lion in extra revenue to Rio. That wealth clearly doesn't
go toward facilities for the Sambodromo's makeshift
backstage, let alone installing a sewage system in neigh-
borhoods around the stadium. Still, a little wealth trickles
down to the poor. Jonathan Torres Ribeira, who says he's
been collecting aluminum cans from the street since he
was a child, does well at parade time. The revelers litter
Avenida Presidente Vargas with beer and Coke cans, so
the 23-year-old soon fills a large plastic bag. With 24
hours' work, he says, he'll make about 500 reais ($160) --

10 times more than he would on a normal day.
The main difficulty? Hauling that bag through all the

people dressed as sun gods, vegetables, fish and the like.
"It's really hard to get through," he said. Just on the far
bank of the stinking canal, free seats are available for
people who want to watch the samba schools set off
down the avenue before turning into the Sambodromo.
Elaine Pereira da Costa, 60, shook her head sadly when
asked how the same city could feature such splendor and
squalor within touching distance of each other.

"The government just wants its money and that's the
end of the story," she said, echoing most Brazilians' con-
tempt for their corruption-riddled leaders. "They could
see you standing here holding your nose and they
wouldn't care." But when the Uniao da Ilha samba school,
which had been prepping for hours on Avenida
Presidente Vargas, suddenly started moving, da Costa's
expression changed. "Look how beautiful it is," she said to
her sister in law as a legion of people in butterfly cos-
tumes set off in perfect synchronization. "Mother of God,
how beautiful it is." — AFP

Rio carnival fantasy hides dirty reality

Performers from the Mocidade samba school parade during
Carnival celebrations at the Sambadrome in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
yesterday. — AP/AFP photos

A performer from the
Portela samba school

parades on a float.

When Alexandra Kutas headlined a recent
fashion show in Kiev it was not just a per-
sonal dream come true but also a victory

for disabled people in her homeland Ukraine.

Wearing a long, black dress, she wowed the crowd
as she was carried across the catwalk on a wooden
throne by four trim men, becoming the first model
with a disability to take the lead in a high-profile
event in the country.  "I had the idea that I wanted
to do a catwalk and show that a girl in a wheel-
chair can be perceived as a first-class professional",
she told AFP.

For 23-year-old Kutas, it was the latest stage in a
long journey.  In a wheelchair since birth due to
cerebral palsy, she had struggled for years to make it
as a model in the ex-Soviet state where disabled
people all too often get left behind.  Kutas sent let-
ters to modeling agencies-but the response was
always the same polite refusals. "They told me that I
am very pretty, but they do not know how to pro-
mote me because the market is still not ready for
this", says Kutas.

'Huge inspiration' 
Kutas was born in Dnipro city, in the east of

Ukraine, and went to an ordinary school. It was a
bold step to take in 2000, when inclusive education
was rare. There were no ramps or elevators for spe-
cial needs children in schools, so Kutas's father or

grandfather had to carry her up the stairs so that she
could study with the other children. "Yes, it was diffi-
cult, but it is generally difficult to be a person with
limited physical mobility in our country. Everyone
knows that," Kutas says. In 2012, Kutas was having
lunch in a cafe when a photographer approached
her and asked if she wanted to become a model. 

She agreed and loved the process of having her
picture taken so much that she soon began looking
for other photographers to work with. "When I real-
ized that I wanted to do this, there did not seem to
be a single model with a disability in the world",
Kutas says, recalling how she conducted a search for
role models to follow and found none. And then she
suddenly came across a 1999 show of Alexander
McQueen, the late British designer, where Aimee
Mullins, a world-class Paralympic athlete, modeled
in his statuesque and beautiful prosthetic legs. "It
was a huge stimulus for me, a huge inspiration. I
wondered why, if it was possible back then, in 1999,
why it could not be possible now for a girl in the
wheelchair?" When the Italian house FTL Moda invit-
ed models with disabilities to participate in New
York Fashion Week recently, Kutas felt that the world
was finally ready for a change.

'Potential is hidden' 
Fedir Vozianov, a 55-year-old Ukrainian designer,

never expected the domestic market to be ready for
such a dramatic change. But when he met Kutas and
saw her confidence, Vozianov says he understood
that he, himself, was willing to give it a go. "People
are not all the same-we are all different in this
world", Vozianov says. "It would be strange to cut a
part of this world off at the podium."

Today Kutas is not only a rising model, but also
an adviser to the mayor in her native city. She helps
to adapt the city to the needs of disabled people,
which is especially important due to the conflict
between government forces and Russian-backed
separatists in Ukraine's east that has claimed more
than 10,000 lives and wounded 23,000 people. "I
know that now is the moment that Ukraine simply
cannot miss," she says. "It is always possible to grow,
to evolve, to do something. The main thing is to cre-
ate the conditions for these people whose great
potential is hidden". — AFP

Ukraine's first wheelchair model breaks taboos

A camerawoman makes adjustments prior to a photo and video fashion
shoot with Ukrainian model Alexandra Kutas, who is in a wheelchair from a
very early age due to a spinal cord injury resulting from a doctor’s mistake
at birth, in Kiev. — AFP photos

Ukrainian model Alexandra Kutas poses during a photo and video fashion
shoot in Kiev.

Ukrainian model Alexandra Kutas, presents a creation during a fashion
show of Ukrainian fashion designer Fedir Vozianov, during the Ukrainian
Fashion Week in Kiev.

Ukrainian model Alexandra Kutas looks in a mirror prior to a photo and video
fashion shoot in Kiev.


